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Review the full info-graphic for 7 tips to overcome symptoms of job search
burn-out  and 7 ways to avoid future symptoms of job search fatigue.

Role: Supply Chain Associate*
Company: Andon Specialties, Inc

Role:Associate- Corporate Strategy
Company: Visa
Apply direct here

Other Full-Time Opportunities 

Role: MBA IBU Internship - SAMETA Hub in Dubai, United
States
Company: Lilly
Apply direct here 

Role: Intern-Innovation
Company: Megafood
Apply direct here

Other Internship Opportunities 

Navigating Your Career

Why did you decide to pursue a
graduate degree?  If it is to

continue moving forward with your
career, Bauer Graduate Women's

Network is hosting leadership
coach Lillian Davenport who will

discuss how women can navigate
office culture and build their

careers. 

Date: April 27th
12:00PM-1:00PM
More details  in flyer
RSVP here

Summer Mini Course:
International Business &

Political Risk Management 

FINA 7364 (18699) /MANA 7397
(18932)

This online asynchronous course,
taught primarily from an oil and gas
perspective will equip students with

a set of tools for assessing and
managing political risk at the

national, supra-national,  and sub-
national levels and for capitalizing

on unexploited opportunities
derived from contexts with a high
level of political risk. Each class

segment will introduce a new set of
political risk subtype and focus on

one region of the world.

Professor: Dr. Olivia Mljanic
Syllabus

Upcoming Company
Engagement Opportunities

Details: See PDF 
for companies, dates and
topics

Why Case?

Case competitions help
students:

Showcase abilities to
solve current business
challengess
Sharpen soft skills
Expand their professional
network

View this list for upcoming
competition opportunties!

 Registration, application requirements

and costs vary per competition.

MBA/MS weekly drop-in
hours and Zoom links:

Tuesdays
10am-11am

Thursdays
2pm-3pm

Still looking for a Full-time or
part-time opportunity? Let us
know and we will feature you

on LinkedIn!

Email your request to Director
of Bauer Graduate Programs,

Kelly Colllins

*Apply directly via Gateway
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